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Feroza Jussawalla 

Are Cultural Rights Bad for 
Multicultural Societies? 

C ulture is increasingly becoming an important 
word in the courthouse as the rights of people be
longing to different cultures are being affirmed 
and contested. In a country like the United 
States, where citizens from all different races, 
classes. and ethnic groups are subject to the one 
•'law of the land," dealing with cultural claims 
becomes difficult. In the part of the world where 
I live, along the Texas and New Mexico border 
between the United States and Mexico, articles 
about cultural claims appear almost every day in 
the newspaper: Tigua Indians taking "the law" 
in their hands to reclaim an ancestral drum or 
reclaim their rights to the city's water supply, 
or groups invoking the "right" to drive while 
intoxicated and protesting the open container 
law. When I read stories like these I often 
think of how in India we have separate laws for 
separate ethnic groups-Parsis and Muslims
and various laws under Hindu law for Brahmo 
samaj, Arya samaj. and other groups. A variety 
of cases, with perhaps the single exception of 
criminal cases, are adjudicated and tried under 
these separate laws. Will Kymlicka calls this 
the "millet system," citing the Ottoman Empire, 
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• 
fo~ examp]~, where lduslims, Christians, and Jews were all recognized as 

self-govermng umts.' Neither Britain nor the: L-nited St;.i(es h.:is previously 

faced the need to create laws based on ethnic identity, and to some extent 

such a system may not even be feasible. It might even cause J back!ash 

against the increasing ethnic diversity by granting "cultmal rights," say, to 

a Timothy McVeigh or to the Ku Klux Klall. The possibilitr of such back
lash, suggests Will Kymlicka, makes an absol u tis l defense of cultural ri gh 1 s 
unworkable. Instead, he argues, cultural rights ought to be defrndedonly in

sofar as the protected groups are not themselves intolerant. In other words. 
we should be tolerant of everything but intolerance itself Yet intolerance 

can take many forms. Book burning, I suggest, cannot be equated with the 

taking of lives. Thus, when intolerance results in murderous crirninaiity, 
it cannot be adjudicated by "cultural rights"; when it assert~ itself in less 
clearly harmful ways, it may make sense to tolerate it. 

. In this essay, I join critics such as Daniel O'Neill in challenging the 
lrmits of tolerance in the liberal framework. Liberal theory defends "otlH:r' ' 

cultures only insofar as they conform to liberal principles. LibFral prin
ciples respect individual autonomy, such as freedom of speech for mem 

bers of groups. But whFn Muslims were seen as being intolerant ofSalm:m 
Ru_shdie's "freedom of speech" in 1989 during what has bec11 dubbed the 
"Rushdie Affair," should we have denied them their "cultural rights" to ex

press a relevant concept from their religion? To what extent <lo existing law~ 
serve the needs of an increasingly diverse migrant society? What forms of 
cu.Jtural resistance are available to those whose values seem to be at odds 

with lhe dominant idt>ology? "Cultural rights" necessitate the creation of 
a sh,ared set of assumptions about acceptable behavior in a multicultural 

society where people can live peaceably according to their cultures without 

infringing on the rights of others. For Kymlicka, the creation of '"rninoritv 

rights" is contingent upon liberalism, the basic principle of which is indi

vidual freedom. Liberals can endorse minority rights, lw says. only "in so 

far as they are consistent with respect for the freedom or autonom v of indi-
viduals.''' , 

Cultural rights theory came to the fore in Britain with the so-ca]k<l 

Rushdie Affair, the Muslim protests over the publication of Rushdie's S
1
;. 

tanic Verses.' This event. perhaps more than any other single ('vent. \l/ill 

Kymlicka says, "has led people in the West to think carefully abo111 the nature 
of'mvlticulturalism' and the extent to which the claims ofminoritv cultures 

c.an or should be accommodated within a liberal democratic rC'gi~e."' Lib-

<:ral intellectuals . and the general citizenry alike, who would ordinarily have 

supported ·' multicultural rights," felt that in this instance the "rights" that 

lvfuslims were invoking, their right to interpret Rushdie's book as hlasphe

mom: an<l subsequently to haw· it banned. transgressed the rights to free• 
<lorn of cxpH"ssion and freedom of belief. The Muslim <lemand to have the 

book banm' d under Britain's archaic Blasphemy Act of 16 97-98, which re
affirmed Lord Chief justice Mathew Hale's dictum that Christianity is part 

of I he lav,·,.: of Engbnd.> some felt, clashed with the views of those very lib
erals \vho had spoken not only for Rushdie but for Muslims' rights, in gen

cr.:il. to live peaceably in the countrv of their immigration . ThE'SC' same lih

erab, hO\vever, ;ilso did not believe in censorship and so were caught be

tween two competing sets of claims. "Hven Roy Jenkins, the father of the 
Race Relations Act 1976 and a politician of immaculate liberal credentials," 

Bhikhu Pa.rekh writes , "lamented that 'we might have been more cautious 

about allowing the creation in the 1950s of a substantial Muslim commu
nitv here. ' He went further and reached the most bizarre conclusion that 

th~ Muslim bcl1a\'iour ha<l strengthened his reluctance to admit Turkey into 

the Europ1can community."'' Because such logical jumps arc made w_hen an 

issue like the Rushdie Affair comes up, because it triggers old pre1ud1ees 

and strengthens thPm with new prejudices formed on stereotypes emerging 

from the ~oment. I argiu: that we need to recognize individual and particu

lar "cultural" rights c1nd that we need to be able to <lo so counting on a "tol

erance'" whereby c1 subsequent stereotype that emerges from the exercising 

of tbosc rights is not used to exclude. discriminate against, and marginalize 

the group ;isking for that right. 

To/crant:e Jctually seems like a fairly lame word. We need more than tol

ernnce. We need the la bric of our cultures to be reknit through laws, educa

tion. J nd acceptance of the fact that peoples from different parts of the world 

moring and migrating will not easily conform to those forms and notions of 

liberc1l democrncv that tb e- West has upheld as its way oflife. The particulari
ties of individua!itv and individual communities that constitute "culture" 

must be kgalized a~d respected so that these communities can express their 

culture without being persecuted or judged as barbaric. Parekh reminds us 

that John Rawl~,:~ first assumption regarding political liberalism is that "the 

question of justice neither arises nor can be settled in a political vacuum." ' 

Therdore it is important to look at particularities of cultures. But this of 

cour~e raises the issL1es of what culture is. 

We have all arown used to James Clifford's suggestion that there is no ,... 



'monolithic" culture. Clifford argues that cultures "travel." literally and 
metaphorically, spatially and temporally. and any site of interrogation is .m 
intersection of various fluid and dynamic cultures.• But even as Clifford ar
gues for the mixing of cultures, I can hear the Indian writer Raja Rao say, 
"My India I carry with me." In this sense Indian subcontinentals have be-en 
fauJted with carrying the excess baggage of lndianness with them, particu
larly in Britain and most particularly during the Rushdie Affair. When one 
thinks of the subcontinental Muslim community in Britain. one does not 
think of any interstices that are under negotiation or interrogation or any 
that are fluid. One thinks of a transposed culture, retained almost as it was 
in Pakistan, that in the words of Kymlicka is "an intergenerational commu
nity. more or less institutionally complete, occupying a given territory or 
homeland, sharing a distinct language or history." 9 

Indians have been insistent about retaining the features of their culture 
over several histories of diasporic migrations. To ask them or any other •·cul
tural" group to give up their particularities is to ask for an assimilation that 
is unfair. After all, the indigenous peoples of the Americas, for exam pk, 
did not ask the "white" settlers to give up their particularities when they 
immigrated to the Americas. As we formulate "cultural rights" particularly 
for court cases, we need to be able to maintain a case for "culture." The as
sertion that you cannot have cultural rights without stereotyping or that to 
ask for cultural rights is to create stereotypes, or to see the two as dichoto
mous, is to raise the old argument of assimilation (and its current avatar in 
discourses ofhybridity) that asks one to let go of the particularities of race 
and community and to be one with the "melting pot." This is the rhetoric 
of anti-multiculturalism. To paraphrase Bernard Shaw's Professor Higgins. 
Why can't they be more like me? 

Speaking to the Muslim community of Bradford, perhaps the largest and 
most Islamic in the United Kingdom, Sir Michael Shaw, an MP for Scar
borough, said, "You have come into our community .. .. and you must be
come part of that community. Ali branches must lead to one trunk, which 
is the British way of life. We mustn't retire to our own communities and 
shut ourselves out. Yet you have felt you have needed schools of your own."10 

This is the separateness and distinctness for which the Indian. Pakistani. 
and Bangladeshi Muslim residents of Britain. not just those recent migrants 
from the fifties but even those brought over by the British during many 
years of colonial encounters. felt they were most mocked by the British. 

When Rushdie published his Satanic Vcr5es, reinforcing this representation 
of them and of their religion, they balked. The Rushdie Affair and its after
math are now well known and the book has generated several rounds of 
debate. But the lingering issue is that of the rights of the Muslims to have 
objected in the way they did. In Britain it became a cultural rights issue that 
began to have repercussions for minorities and minority groups exercising 
their rights elsewhere'- where, for example, someone would argue that a 
particular practice may be against the laws of a locality but since it is en
demic to a specific culture it should be "tolerated." 

Many Third World critics, writing in support of Rushdie, whom they 
saw as having been wronged by having his "freedom of speech" curtailed, 
bolstered the image already created by Rushdie in this book of the Mus
lim immigrants as uncouth, uncivilized, undemocratic, not open-minded, 
and basically unfit to immigrate to the metropole. Rushdie. for example, 
portrayed the immigrants Gibreel Farishta and Saladin Chamcha as unable 
to dress like the British but wanting to be like the British. In a desperate. 
attempt to register their arrival, the characters violate their own religious 
strictures by stuffing their mouths with bacon. Further, these men behave 
crudely toward British women. Rushdie also painted a dismal picture of 
Muslim communities in Britain, causing general consternation in East Lon
don. Southall, Brick Lane, and Bradford. The Muslims in London were al
ready under scrutiny and \~ere the focus of condescension. The book ag
gravated the injury by insulting the Prophet Mohammed and contemporary 
Muslim leadr.>rs such as the Ayatollah Khomeini by calling him a haramzada, 

or bastard . 
The im;ige of Muslims in Britain in The Satanic Verses was no different 

from that portrayed by the British school principal Ray Honeyford in Brad
ford in 1986. In an article entitled "Education and Race: An Alternative 
View," Honeyford argued that multiculturalism, what he called "multi-racial 
policies;· constituted an assault on "British traditions of underst~tement, 
civilized discourse and respect for reason."11 Rushdie's book commg hard 
on the heels of the Bradford incident, when there was physical unrest and 
Honeyford was made to resign, was seen as validating for the British their 
image of ''Asians." particularly the "Indian subcontinentals," as Honeyford 
called them. In fact , the whole stance in the book is that of the Rugby
educated Rushdie looking down on the crude Bangladeshis of East Lon
don. Ironically, Rushdie and his postcolonial supporters had previously criti-



ci7.ed metropo1itan communities and governments as racist aml exclu;;ion
ist for not embracing individuals like them. Then, when the Muslims de
nounced him and protested against him, Rushdie held up che rnetropole as 
the bastion of civilization, a binary opposite to the Maniche,rn Iran of tlw 
Ayatollah Khomeini. The position of the protesting Muslirns was depicted 
as being counter to the principles of freedom from censorship ;md freedom 
of speech, even while the protestt>rs themselves were invoking their right 
to freedom of expression. Rushdie complained or censorsliip. The Mnslims 
complained of censorship and of not being allO\ved to ex t? rcisr their free
Jorn of religion and freedom of speech about their religion. They invoked 
their rights as British citizens to exercise the freedoms guaranteed them 
under the constitution as immigrants to Britain, and they im·okeJ Britain's 
blasphemy laws, to which they felt entitled. 

Cultures were clashing and cultural claims became legal issues-for in
stance, the legal right to send girls to Muslim schools and require that they 
wear chaddors. In the United States even in small midwestern and west
ern towns the queshon often asked is whether schools should allow Muslim 
children to ke-e-p Ramwn (fast) during the school day_ (It will be interest
ing to see how the role of Muslim schools an<l organizations will play out 
in President George W. Bush's faith-based funding and education plans.) 
Culture here became a "bad" word. Hanif Kureishi writes about this in his 
essay, "Bradford": "There is a word you he-ar in Bradford all the time, in 
puhs, shops, discos. schools and on the streets. The word is ·culture.' It is;, 
word often used by the New Right, who frequently cite T. S. Eliot: that cul
ture is a whole way of life . manifesting itself in the in<lividu:1L in the grottp 
and in the society. It is everything we do and the particular· way in which 
we do it." 12 British culture, Henley Day, Derby Regattas. and liberal think
ing were coming in conflict with Cat Stevens, established Muslim school s . 
Beugali-speaking taxi drivers, and the call to prayers five times a clay from 
the mosque in Re-gent's Park. As far back as 1986, Kureishi saw that the talk 
of unity, of merging with the- dominant culture, embodied a form of racism 
thaL excluded all black British, West Indians, South Asians, from such right'.< 
as seeking a job just because of their ways of being. 

Tod a y these ways of being, resultant upon the exercising of ml tural right:;, 
have led to the kinds of stereotypes, particularly of Muslims, that we set' 
in Susan Moller Okin's essay "Is Multiculturalism Bad for Womeu?"" Th<:: 
essay immediately became fodder for those who would block immigration 

an<l curtail the rights of people of color, perpetrating the stereotype of Third 
World women. p3rlicularly Muslim women, as being trapped in cultures 
that promote clitoridectomics, arranged marriages, veiling of women, and 
other barbarou'.-' "black" (as in black British) Muslim rituals. The essay re
inforced all tbe U.S. and British media's stereotypes about Third World 

women. 
In Britain. Cor example, authorities plan to charge parents with abduction 

who force .:manged marri::r.gcs on their children. The maximum sentence for 
abduction is fourteen years, though offenses involving arranged marriages 
would carry a highe1 pe11alty. Britain's junior home ministe1. Mike O'Brien .. 
says. •·Multicultur<1l sensitivity is not an excuse for moral blindness." Thus, 
forced ma rriagrs. he adds. ·'could not be justified on religious or cultural 
grounds." '4 llr"i t1sl 1 papers quite frequently report of young Muslim women 
complaining ;1\Jout this practice. In one case a prodigy at Oxford ran away 
from the university and her parents, fearing their imposing on her a practice, 
that, at leas! in India. over hundreds of years, over many million marriages, 
seems to have yielded a larger percentage of happy and long•lived marriages 
than has any liberal democracy in the West. In their introduction to the col
lection Is M1diiwlturui Bc:d for Women? Joshua Cohen, Matthew Howard, 
and M:irtha J\'ussbaum note that "certain cultures accept and practice" the 
"theory that people are not owed equal respect and concern." 15 

Among other responses to Okin's essay is a piece by the postcolonial critic 
J lomi Ghabh:i. Rhabha ends his e-ssay ill the collection with what seems to 
l,(' a 1Ma for hybriclity: 'An agonistic liberalism questions the 'foundation
alist ' claims of tlw rnt"tropolitan , 'Western' liberal tradition [of tolerance for 
intolerance, presumably] ,vith as much persistence as it interrogates anJ 
resists the- fundame-ntalisms and ascriptions of indigenous orthodoxy. An 
awarene~~ of the ambivalent and 'unsatisfied' histories of the liberal per
suasion allow ·us' - postcolonial critics, multiculturahsts, or feminists-to 
join iu the unfinished work of creating a more viable. intra-cultural com
munity of rights "H, \Vhat such an intracultural community of rights would 
rntail we are not told. I presume that "intracultural" presupposes a hybridity 
whereby one culture has to compromise on its practices, which may seem 
illegal or undemocratic in a "Western liberal" tradition. While seeming to 
counkr Okin, Parekh in the same collection, rings an even more danger
ous note that could easily be misread in the United States with its growing 
Muslim presence , new mosques in many communities, and pleas to allow 



Muslim children to keep Ramzan in a horrified school system. "If minority 
a,utures are to be required to conform to fundamental liberal values there 
is no reason to stop with the equality of the sexes. One could equally con
sistently require them to respect such other fundamental liberal values as 
autonomy, individualism, choice and open internal debate." 17 An ordinary 
reader, picking up or reading a newspaper review of the edited collection, 
could easily read these words as an injunction, rather than the indictment 
I think Parekh intends, to make culturally and religiously different people 
conform to Western liberalism, if not to all Western values. 

Liberalism seeks to guarantee that "membern of ethnic and national 
gyoups are protected against discrimination and prejudice, and they are free 
to maintain whatever part of their ethnic heritage or identity they wish, 
consistent with the rights of others." 18 This understanding of liberalism is 
consistent with the right of Muslims to protest Rushdie's book as being 
blasphemous without being stereotyped as barbaric or as intolerant illiber
als. Kymlicka writes, "Indeed is it not fundamentally intolerant to force a 
pe;i_cdul national minority or religious sect-which poses no threat to any 
one outside the group-to re-organize its community according to 'our' lib
eral principles of individual liberty?"19 This challenge put many "liberals" 
in a quandary that was only heightened by the controversy over The Satanic 
Vers_es. Of course liberaJs want to seem accommodating of minority groups 
just as they want to seem accommodating of freedom of speech. So the focus 
shifted, as it were, from the "liberal democracy" where this was all playing 
out to the Ayatollah Khomeini's Third World dictatorial stance of issuing 
the fatwa. Stereotyping, usually used for exclusion, the sort Ray Honeyford 
seemed to practice in Bradford, merged with a defense of culture(s). What 
is worse, we may ask, the inability to invoke aspects of culture in one's de
fense when those aspects may not accord favorably with the values of the 
dominant culture, or the stereotyping, the general exclusion, ghettoizing, 
and persecution that would follow inevitably from such a defense and affect 
not just an individual case but also subsequent cases from that culture? 

I think that as new immigrants bringing new cultures and new beliefs 
from our parts of the world, where in fact they may be very old beliefs, 
bringing new and different practices, of religion, yea of bei11g itself. it is im• 
portant that we uphold minority cultural rights, the rights to be ourselves 
in the commurrities to which we have immigrated without the subsequent 
persecution of stereotyping. As Kymlicka puts it, even "liberal thinking on 

minority rights has too often been guilty of ethnocentric assumptions or 
of overgeneralizing particular cases, or of conflating contingent political 
strategy with enduring moral principle." 20 

The possibility not only of upholding Muslims' rights to see The Satanic 
Verses as blasphemous but also of upholding their right to see it as such 
without further marginalization as a barbaric peoples goes against every 

idea that Britain's liberal democracy holds about censorship, which it sees 
as taboo in any form-a shocking, horrific phenomenon in a supposedly en- . 
lightened world. Under the same laws guaranteeing freedom of expression 
that Rushdie used to defend himself, Muslims also invoked their rights to 
burn the book, to protest against it, and in general to make a public display 
of their disapproval without mol~station. ft seems to have been less shock
ing that the Ayatollah Khomeini had offered a reward for killing Rushdie 
than that British citizens were bei~ asked out of respect for newly immi• 
grant Muslims and their culture and religious beliefs to tolerate their right 
to curtail Rushdie's freedom of speech. 

In this instance cultural rights theory seems to be misnamed, for with the 
exception of a few theorists such as Will Kymlicka and Charles Taylor, who 
feel that the Muslims· rights had to be upheld, most recent cultural rights 
theory is actually disinclined to grant such rights to minority communi
ties. Accustomed to thinking in certain ways and used to taking for granted 
certain individual liberties and constitutionally protected rights, most theo• 
rists question the granting of cultural rights to communities in which cer
tain individual liberties are restricted. Again here the favored example is of 
Muslim communities that arrange marriages for their daughters, allegedly 
denying these young women their individual rights. 

Increasingly. cultural rights set!m to be associated with "Muslims," as they 
demand their rights to practice a religion that might require their children 
to fast during school days in Britain or the United States or their women to 
keep "purdah" -to be veiled-and as they demand religious schools that are 
as rundamentalist as Baptist schools. The theorists who WTite most about 
"cultural rights theory" are often secular liberals and therefore skeptical of 
such religious practices. even though they may be tolerant of people of color. 
They seem to be against the cultural rights of specific groups, such as the 
Muslims. lo invoke their rights to fundamentalist practices. This is: an inter• 
esting dichotomy that seems to question e,·erything that liberals stand for. 

As societies become more and more multicultural and as "cultural rights" 



are invoked in the courthouse, it is becoming important to understand what 
they entail, and what effect they might have on our multi ci d tural belonging_ 

As Kureishi points out in his essay on Bradford, the word cult~re was being 

handied about in places like Southall and Bradford by the "New Right" in 
nrder to marginalize those seen to be outside the culture. We need to rectify 
this and make cultural rights a term jar the cultural rights of minorities, for 
the right of minorities to be different and in<leed to have frec-dom of religion 
and practice and yet not be marginalized and stereotyped. 

In recent th~ories, three types of multiculturalism have lie en delineated. 
"boutique multiculturalism," a superficial multiculturalism tha! is like ;1 

sampling at a smorgasbord; "strong multiculturalism,'' tolerant of the intol
erances of multicultural bJToups; and "weak multiculturalism," mostl)' asso
ci.ated with academic curricula. 

Boutique multiculturalists, Stanley Fish tells us, cannot hold up their 
m11lticulturalism when their "core values" are threatened. Fish describes 
lhe "boutique multirnlturalist" as resisting "the force of the culture he ap
preciates at precisely the point at which it matters most to its strongly com
mitted members, the point at which the African American tries to make the 
content of his culture the content of his children's education, the point at 
which a Native American wants to practice his religion as its ancient ritu
als direct him to, the point at which anti-abortionists directly confront the 
evil that they believe is destroying the moral fiber of the country. the point 
at which Mormons seek to be faithful to the word and the practices of their 
prophets and elders."21 Daniel O'Neill associates "strong'' malticulturalisrn 
with the work of Will Kymlicka, Charles Taylor, and Mich ad \Valzer .. , Strong 
multiculturalists," he writes, "are committed. in certain circumstances, to 
the defense of differential (or special) citizenship rights for multicultural 
groups based on their culture . The second level of multicultural argument 
I refer to (for lack of a better term) as 'weak' multiculturalism. Weak multi. 
culturalists do not argue for differential citizenship rights, but seek a range 
of different goals. In the United States, these have included, for example, 
expanding the academic curriculum to reB.ect more fully the contributions 
of minorities." 22 

"Weak" in this sense definitely describes the postcolonial theorists who 
are now writing about cultural rights. Whereas they fought to expand the 
curriculum multiculturally, in their shape and form of radicalism, tlwy were 
so taken up by an absolutist defense of free speech that they could not sup• 

port the censoring of S:ilman Rushdie. Ironically then, theorists supporting 
Rushdie bee am e "boutique mul tic ul turalis ts." They could not take seriously 
the ""core values of the cuitures" they had been speaking for because those 
cul tun:~ drew the I inc at blaspheming and criticizing their religious leaders. 
In The Satanic Vases Rushdie calls the Ayatollah and the Prophet bastards, 
perhJ.p'.' presuming that the prindplc of freedom of speech would allow it 
to pass as a joke. What he did not realize was that when the core values of 
those immigr;mt cultures clashed with the> core values of his British public 
school education. which had taugh I him freedom of speech, he would come 
out the· loser and tl 1e whole issue of who should tolerate whom, or as Bhabha 
would pul it, "who is one of us,· ' was threatt:!ned. 

Fish distinguishes between "boutique multiculturalism" :md ··strong 
rnultirn!tttralism·· by saying that strong multiculturalists can hold up and 
will hol<l up their support for multiculturalism even when something 
threatens that which "constitutes the core of our identities." 23 In tht> Rushdie 
Affair, post colonial crilics would not, or could not, support the Muslim fun
damcn t<1lists, the binaristic opposite of themselves. They viewed these Mus
lim~ as models of "those who follow the practices of their local cultures to 
the point of failing to respect the practices of other cultures- by calling for 
the death of an author" whose work was seen as blasphemous." Yet those 
\,·ho \Vere upholdi11g Rushdie's freedom of speech. Charles Taylor points 
out. wr>rc doing no less than "endorsing the superiority of some cultures 
over others.''' 5 It should come as no surprise that Western culture was up
held at i lw expenst' of the deep-rooted religious feeling of' Muslims. Such 
cndorss:ment of the superiority of Western culture is really a very unpost
colonial sentiment. especially for those who have written against colonial 
oppression_ Taylor writes. "The acute problem arises from the fact that inter
nationc1l migration is making all societies less culturally uniform. There are 
large Muslim minorities in 'Christendom.' We are going to need some in
spired adhuu;ery in year:, to comc."2" Taylor is actually suggesting a compro
mise; but it is from lwrc on - from the Rushdie Affair and its cull ural cri
tique on-that we see the suspicions of immigrants who keep their cultures 
begin to multiply. Tbis suspicion particularly of Muslims and their prac
tices has now grown in the United States not simply because of September 
II, 2001, but because of President Bush's repeated injunction, even in his 
State of the Union address on January 28, 2002, to "report suspicious ac
tivity." Tariq Madood, a senior fellow at the Policy Studies Institute in Brit-



ain coined the phrase cultural racism precisely for this: "Cultural Racism is 

the willingness of whitf. working-class youths to incorporate young black 

men and women into their culture, and even emulate them. \vhik harden

ing their attitudes against groups not seen to be assertively different and 
not trying to fit in, such as Asians and Muslims. Religion and individual 
ethnic identities should he the new touchstones. We n eccl a rnore pluralized 
conception of racial equality in Britain and one from which Americans may 
learn something.",., 

Taylor, whom Kymlicka and O'Neill categorize as a strong multicultur
alist, argues "for a type ofliberalism grounded very much on the judgment 
of what makes a 'good life."' 28 This idea is important because it opens the 
way to our creating a "good life" for all cultures and polyetlmic groups. On ce 
we recognize that a "good life" includes the freedom to belong to a polyf'll1-
nic community and to practice one's religion and cultun: withont negative 
repercussions. then we can say that we have achieved multicultural citizen
ship and multicultural recognition. Only then will we have a global civiliza
tion that will provide "its members with meaningful ways of lift> across thl' 

foll range of human activities, ind uding social , ed ue1 tional, rd igious. re ere. 
a hon al and economic life, en compassing both public and private spheres."''' 

Po.stscript: On September 11, 2001 

This essay does not endorse acts of terrorism by fringe groups such as those 
of Osama bin-Laden or the Taliban, as they do a great disservice to persom 
originating from their cultures . Additionally, no an ti-irn p e riali st or an ti. 
ncocolonialist rationalizations can be justified as the attacks were funded 
by billionaire Saudis. Osama bin-Laden in his hillionairE> benefitor-from
capitalism status is simply an individual renegade , vigilante. He seems to 
have taken it on himself to carry out some private vengeance of his own 
which cannot be justified in the name of postcoloniali ty or anti• imperialism 
or anticapitalism. fust because bin-Laden issues from a non-\Vestcrn nation 
does not mean that he or the persons from w-hom he inherited his billions 
were not exploitative capitalists. 

The World Trade Center attacks bring shame on all Muslims and those 
who would speak for them or for their cultural rights . Culturally speaking, in 
the name of jihad, the suicide bombers have committed the greatl"st Koranic 
sin of a1I: Namakh Harami. A Namakh Haram is someone who benefits from 

- .J. • - • 

an ind iv id ua l or a state and then turns on them. In the days of tr aw ling tribal 
sheikhdoms, J Namakh ! Iaram was someone who benefited from the mu
nificf'nc.c of a generous benefactor and then turned against them - literally 
ate thr-ir salt and spat on their hospitality. Koranic Law has never endorsed 
this . If trne Koranic Law is to be upheld, the suicide bombers should go 
to hell instead of the heaven promised them in the name of jihad. Salman 
Rushdie in The S,,tani,: Verses called the Ayatollah Khomeini a harumzada

sorneone wtw Jors sonwthing that is haram or forbidden. In thi::: context, 

:ill those affiliated with bin-Laden are haramzadas. 

Albuquf'rque attorney Tim Hale is probably among the first to point out 
that "there are potential civil rights claims that could develop" as a result 
of the backlash in the aftermath of the World Trade Center attacks. "For ex
ample. racial profiling roul<l becoinc an issue if !'v!uslim citizens are unfairly 
targeted ," he said."' W Ulia m Buckley argued that "profiling [is] in formed by 
reality." ' 1 Profiling cannot be justified when a Hindu professor's throat is 
slashed at New Mf'xico State University or a Sikh gas-station owner is shot 
in Mesa. Arizoua, when Hindus and Siklu; themselves have long been in a 

strugglf' with the Muslims. 
It is unfortunat~ that the individualistic and oftentimes irresponsible ac

tions of a few isolated individuals can hurt the common good of a commu
nity so easily. it is the specific, irresponsible individuals who should be held 
accountabl(:' rather than eroding the civil rights of the whole or scapegoating 
innocent people around the world. 
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Doriane Lambelet Coleman 

Culture, Cloaked in Mens Rea 

Proof beyond reasonable doubt of' the mens 
rea or state of mind associated with a particu• 
lar crime is a requirement for the successful 
prosecution of all criminal defendants under 
our system of justice. In the legal jargon, it 
is part or the prosecution's prima facie case. 
Concomitantly, criminal defendants may sue• 
cessfully challenge the case against them on tht" 
ground /among others) that the prosecution has 
failed to meet this requirement. In this con· 
text one of the essential remaining disputes is 
waged among legal scholars and practitioners 
:ibout the propriety of the "cultural defense " in 
cas,:~ involving immigrant crime .1 Specifically. 
there i~ disagreement about the admissibility of 
evidence aboul immigrant culture and cultural 
practices in support of the argument that the 
defendant suffered from a form of cultural "di• 
minished capacity" or "insanity" at the time of 
the crime . There also is ongoing debate about 
the admissibility of such evidence in support 
of the affirmati\·e defense of provocation . \1/hile 
the latter is technically not directed at mens rea. 
like diminished capacity and insanity, it is intro· 
duced to explain the defendant's loss of control 
in the face of an extreme emotional disturbance. 
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